Members of the European Commission visit BUFT

Mr. Simon LE GRAND, Directorate General for Development and Cooperation, Europe Aid, Geo coordinator of Bangladesh and Malaysia, European Commission, Ms. Rubayat Jasmin, Senior Program Officer, Economic Development & Trade-Related TA, European Commission, Mr. John T Smith, International Coordinator & Long Term Advisor, BEST-BWTG, Ms. Munira Rahman, National Coordinator, BEST-BWTG and other members of UNIDO visited BGMEA University of Fashion and Technology (BUFT) on 4th February 2014. The visit was a part of continuing cooperation between the UNIDO and BUFT on academic support. Visitors discussed various issues relating to the areas of future cooperation.

Mr. Muzaffar U. Siddique, Chairman of Board of Trustees of BUFT and Mr. Reaz-Bin-Mahmood, Vice President (Finance) of BGMEA & Vice Chairman of Board of Trustees of BUFT, briefed them about the past, present and future of BUFT, especially the developmental plans of the authorities of BUFT which are going to be implemented for making this university as a center of excellence in RMG education.

Delegates went around BUFT campus to see different activities. Prof. Dr. Syed Masud Husain, Vice Chancellor; Prof. Dr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro Vice Chancellor; Mr. ANM Rafiul Alam, Registrar and Ms. Mahmuda Begum, Sr. faculty & acting head of FDT Dept. of BUFT were also present in the program.
6 journalists Awarded BGMEA-BUFT Journalism Fellowship

Commerce Minister Mr. Tofail Ahmed, MP poses for photograph with the winners of BGMEA-BUFT Journalism Fellowship-2014 in a ceremony at the BGMEA Complex on 23 June 2014. Dhaka University Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. AAMS Arefin Siddique, BGMEA President Mr. Md. Atiquil Islam; BUFT Trustee Board Chairman Mr. Muzaffar Uddin Siddique seen in the picture among others.

Six journalists from print, online and electronic media were awarded BGMEA- BUFT Journalism Fellowship-2014 for their constructive reports on country’s readymade garment industry. Chief Guest Commerce Minister Mr. Tofail Ahmed MP announced the names of the fellows in a program held at Noorul Quader auditorium of BGMEA Complex on 23 June, 2014.

The fellows, selected by a three member jury board, are Zahedul Islam Majumder, staff reporter of Ekattor TV; Rajib Ahmed, senior reporter of the Kaler Kantha; Monira Munni, staff reporter of the Financial Express; Ekram Kabir, executive editor of Natunbartha.com; Shah Suhel Ahmed, chief reporter of the Daily Sylhet Surma and F. Shahjahan, reporter of the Daily Satmatha, Bogra.

Vice Chancellor of the Dhaka University Prof. Dr. AAMS Arefin Siddique was present in the program as special guest. BGMEA President Mr. Md. Atiquil Islam, Second Vice President Mr. SM Mannan (Kochi); Vice President Mr. Md. Shahidullah Azim and Vice President (Finance) of BGMEA & Vice Chancellor (Finance), BOT of BUFT. Mr. Reaz Bin Mahmood were present at the award giving ceremony.

BUFT Trustee Board Chairman Mr. Muzaffar Uddin Siddique; Boishakhi Television chief executive officer Mr. Manjurul Ahsan Bulbul; the Bhorer Kagoj Editor Mr. Shyamal Dutta and the Financial Express advisory editor Mr Zaglul Ahmed Chowdhury attended the program.

MoU signed between BGMEA and UNIDO

BUFT Vice Chairman (Admin) Mr. SM Mannan (Kochi) and BUFT Vice Chairman (Finance) Mr. Reaz-Bin-Mahmood attended the BGMEA-UNIDO MoU singing ceremony. A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) has been signed between Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA) and United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) on March 30 at the BGMEA Complex in Dhaka to improve competence and productivity in the RMG sector of Bangladesh. Mr. Reaz Bin Mahmood, Vice President (Finance) of BGMEA & Vice Chairman (Finance) of BUFT and Mr. John T. Smith, International Coordinator of Textile and Garments BEST (The Better Works and Standard Programme) of the UNIDO signed the MoU on behalf of the two parties respectively.

Second Vice President of BGMEA & Vice Chairman (Admin) of BUFT Mr. SM Mannan (Kochi) and National Project Coordinator (Garments) of UNIDO Munira Rahman were also present at the event.
MoU between BUFT and Premier Bank

BGMEA University Fashion & Technology (BUFT) Board of Trustees Chairman Mr. Muzaffar U Siddique and Premier Bank Managing Director Mr. KAM Majedur Rahman signing an agreement in BUFT conference room on 12th April 2014.

An MoU was signed with BUFT and Premier Bank. The MoU was signed by the Honorable Chairman of BUFT, Mr. Muzaffar U Siddique and Premier Bank Managing Director Mr. KAM Majedur Rahman. Under the deal, Premier Bank will finance to construct the campus building of BUFT. Ex BGMEA President & Member of Board of Trustees of BUFT Mr. Abdus Salam Murshey; Ex Vice President BGMEA & Member Board of Trustees of BUFT Mr. Faruque Hassan; Vice President (Finance) of BGMEA & Vice Chairman of Board of Trustees of BUFT Mr. Reaz-Bin-Mahmood; Mr. David Hasanat, Chairman, Viyellatex Groups; Vice Chancellor of BUFT Prof. Dr. Syed Masud Husain; Pro Vice Chancellor of BUFT Prof. Dr. Eng. Ayub Nabi Khan and other officials of BUFT and Premier Bank were also present in the program.

Workshop Organized by NICHE

The first one-day workshop of Netherlands Initiative for Capacity Development in Higher Education (NICHE) project was held on 16 April 2014 at BUFT. NICHE is a 4-year long project from 1 April 2014 to 30 March 2018. National Project Director Prof. Dr. Syed Masud Husain, Vice-Chancellor of BUFT; National Project Coordinator Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro-Vice Chancellor of BUFT, Consortium Project Coordinator Ms. Ineke Ann Pitts, MDF-SA (SL) and working group faculty members of BUFT; were present in the workshop. BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology (BUFT) is the beneficiary organization and MDF Training & Consultancy (Lead), BMB Mott Macdonald, Nyenrode University and MVO Netherlands are the Implementing Consortium/Organizations of this project.

The title of the project is, "Corporate Social Responsibility, SRHR and Innovative Leadership in the Ready Made Garment Sector in Bangladesh."

The objective of the project is, to enhance the knowledge and application of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and Innovative Leadership within the Ready Made Garment (RMG) sector in Bangladesh, to promote socioeconomic development, environmental protection, international compliance and equal participation of women in mid and top level positions in the sector.

Seminar Organized by CEPD in BUFT

On the 30th March 2014 an introductory Seminar on 'Developing Sustainable Quality Management Culture and Reducing Cost of Quality by Implementing Modern Technology of Quality Management' was held at the BUFT Auditorium. Mr. ATM Mahmubul Alam, Executive Director, Masco Group was the keynote speaker. BUFT faculties and students participated in the seminar.

Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro Vice Chancellor of BUFT inaugurated the event and delivered a speech to the participants. All participants were quite enthusiastic and active throughout the seminar.

BUFT News
A 5-day Training program was held at BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology (BUFT) on 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 7th and 8th April 2014 on Visual Merchandising, Product Development and Sustainable Design.

The training program was jointly organized by BUFT and Better Work in Textile and Garments (BWTG) of the Better Work and Standard (BEST) program of UNIDO funded by EU with the support of Bangladesh and NORAD. Renowned global Expert Tara Baith Mooney from University College Dublin, Ireland conducted the 5-day training program. BUFT faculty members and some officials from different garments (Babylon, Viyellatex, Epyllion & Prabartana) were the participants of the training program. At the end of the program Prof. Dr. Syed Masud Husain, Vice-Chancellor of BUFT distributed certificate among the participants. Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro-Vice Chancellor of BUFT; Ms. Munira Rahman, National Coordinator of BEST-BWTG; BUFT faculty member, admin officials and students were present in the program.

Seminar Organized by CEPD

A few seminars were organized by Center for Export & Product Development (CEPD) for the BUFT students from March to June 2014. A half day Seminar Program was held at BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology (BUFT) on 23 March 2014 was the beginning of the Seminar Series.

Mr. David Hasanat, Chairman, Viyellatex Group was the keynote speaker of this seminar. He shared his experience to groom up our students to fulfill the scarcity of the local experts in the RMG sector of Bangladesh. He visited BUFT every week since 6 April 2014 in order to counseling our students and has already recruited some BUFT students in his company for job.

Mr. Muzaffar U. Siddique, Chairman of Board of Trustees gave an address of welcome. Prof. Dr. Syed Masud Husain, Vice-Chancellor of BUFT; Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro-Vice Chancellor of BUFT; faculty members, admin officials and students were present in the seminar.
BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology organized a workshop on Fashion Accessories on behalf of FDT department. It was dated from 28-02-14 to 13-03-14. Ms. Mahmuda Begum, Head of the FDT department was the organizer of the program. This program was assisted by Tanjibul Hasan Sajib, TA of BUFT. The workshop was directed by a research person named Ali Aktar Shahin.

Almost 30 students were registered to attend the workshop. The main subject was to create necklace, earrings, bangles, bag, hat, scarf and key rings, with raw materials like clay, woods, metal wire, metal sheet, threads, beads etc. Threads were given by American & Efird. After working 15 for days, an exhibition was held to display creations at the display centre of BUFT.

Mr. Muzaffar U. Siddique, Chairman, Board of Trustees of BUFT was present as the Chief Guests. Mr. Robert Hallett, Vice President, International Development of A&E BD Ltd; Mr. Angelo Leange, Managing Director of A&E BD Ltd; Prof. Dr. Syed Masud Husain, Vice Chancellor of BUFT and Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro Vice Chancellor of BUFT were present on the occasion.

Agreement between Gerber Technology, USA and BUFT

The BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology (BUFT) and Gerber Technology, USA signed an agreement of cooperation to develop academic activities, provide one hundred copies of Licensed Computer Program titled AccuMark Professional Edition PDS-GMS for BUFT. Gerber’s AccuMark pattern design software enables users to communicate detailed instructions about their patterns and markers to internal users and global suppliers - in their local language. With AccuMark, users can also supplement pattern details with photos, sketches and specific measurements. The value of the consignment is US$1,170,000.00 only but BUFT will get it at a nominal price.

Mr. Muzaffar U Siddique, Chairman, Board of Trustees of BUFT and Mr. Bill Ramsey, Regional Sales Manager signed the agreement on behalf of their organization. The ceremony took place at BUFT Conference Room, Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro Vice Chancellor of BUFT & Mr. K.M. Asib Reza, CEO/Managing Director of Gerber Technology Prime Asia Limited, Bangladesh were present in the ceremony.
National Performance Cluster Strategic Planning on RMG sector

A daylong symposium on National Performance Cluster Strategic Planning on RMG sector was held on 15th June 14 at the Lakeshore hotel in the capital. A high profile delegation led by the Vice Chancellor of BUFT attended the symposium.

In total, 35 participants from a number of different organizations including BUFT alumni working in reputed establishment attended the symposium to discuss the National Performance Cluster. A wide range of experts in the areas of textile and fashion design, education, sustainable growth industry and medium sized enterprise were present. The event was organised by United Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO) in association with University of the Arts London (UAL).

The event was opened by Munira Rahman (UNIDO), who welcomed all participants and was chaired by John T. Smith, International Coordinator/Long Term Adviser, Better Work in Textiles and Garments (BWTG), BEST. Dr. Lynne Hammond and Tara Baoth Mooney, both from London College of Fashion were the keynote speaker and guest speaker, respectively.

Dr. Lynne Hammond gave a detailed overview of the National Performance Cluster to date, at which point all participants were divided into three groups with an industry partner, an education partner and an advisor in each. They discussed over many innovative ideas and finally three areas emerged from the discussions: Fashion Design Innovation, Supply/Value chain innovation, International strategic marketing and business. It was decided that one meeting would take place every two months to bring forth many productive ideas in the three areas and those will gradually be proposed to the governments and other RMG stakeholders.

Hepatitis: Think Again Campaign 2014 Jointly Organized by BUFT and Youth Club of Bangladesh

A Hepatitis Campaign-2014 was held in the BUFT auditorium arranged by the help of Liver Foundation of Bangladesh, Youth Club of Bangladesh & the Hunger Project. It was a day long camp. Viral hepatitis is often ignored and the majority of people don’t know they’re infected with or have no idea of the risks. The campaign awakened people to ‘think again’ about viral hepatitis, to challenge the stereotypes and consider getting tested. HIV is not a 100% curable disease but it is preventable. This dangerous disease is occuring in mostly at all ages. So it is needed to aware the youth about the damage of this disease especially in university, college, school students as well as road side & slum people. The program was organized by Mr. Kazi Shamsur Rahman, Head of the Dept of AMT.

Vice Chancellor of BUFT Prof. Dr. Syed Masud Husain was present as the chief guest and Pro. Vice Chancellor of BUFT Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan and Secretary General of Liver Foundation of Bangladesh Prof. Mohmmad Ali were also present as the special guest. The camp has been a success due to the effort and dedication of the members of the Cultural Club of BUFT.

BUFT News
The Orientation Program of MBA, B.Sc, Diploma batches (Spring & Summer Semester-14) were held on March 2014 at BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology (BUFT) in its Uttara Campus. Prof. Dr. Syed Masud Husain, Vice Chancellor of BUFT was present as the chief guest.

The inaugural speech was given by Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro-Vice Chancellor of BUFT. Mr. M. Jamal Uddin, Associate Professor of KMT Dept; Mr. Kazi Shamsur Rahman, Sr. Asst. Professor; Mr. ObaidullahSr. Asst. Professor; Mr. Chanchal Kumar Kundu, Assistant Professor of the Textile Dept. and Md. Idris Ali, Asst. Professor of the Business of BUFT also gave speeches to the new students. Vote of thanks was given by Mr. ANM Rafiquil Alam, Registrar of BUFT. Faculty members, senior admin officials and staff of BUFT were present in the occasion.

Final Year Celebration B.Sc 102 batch

For the first time, B.Sc 101 Batch arranged a gorgeous FASHION SHOW & CULTURAL PROGRAMME to celebrate their final year completion. Vice Chancellor of BUFT Prof. Dr. Sayed Masud Husain was the chief guest of the programme. Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro-Vice Chancellor and Mr. ANM Rafiquil Alam, Registrar of BUFT made the programme memorable being present as special guest.

On this occasion a colorful Fashion Show and Cultural program were organized by the 101 batch students in BUFT auditorium. Students felt that it would be a lifetime memory for all.

BUFT faculties, admin staff and students also enjoyed this event.
Seminar Jointly Organized by CEPD and H&M

A one-day seminar program was jointly organized by Centre for Export & Product Development (CEPD) and H&M Company for the BUFT final year (101 & 102 Batch) students on 10 April 2014.

Mr. Md. Salauddin Mamun, Recruitment Responsible of H&M was the keynote speaker of this seminar. The seminar was held in order to recruit our students at H&M Company as Internship & Job. After the seminar Prof. Dr. Syed Masud Husain, Vice-Chancellor of BUFT met the H&M team at BUFT Conference Room. Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro-Vice Chancellor of BUFT and Kamrun Nahar Panna, Coordinator Trainee, CEPD of BUFT were present in the seminar and meeting.

BUFT Participated in National Anthem Singing Program

Five hundred students, teachers and officers from BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology (BUFT) participated in the group singing program of "Amar Sonar Bangla Ami Tomay Bhalobashi" the National Anthem of Bangladesh on 26th March 2014, the Independence Day of Bangladesh.

The program held at the National Parade Ground, Old Airport, Tezgaon Dhaka to make a new world record through personal initiative and special direction of the Honorable Prime Minister of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Sheikh Hasina.

BUFT Quiz Competition 2014

The Grand Finale and Prize Giving Ceremony of the BUFT Quiz Competition-14 organized by BUFT Cultural Club & BBA Department was held on June 24, 2014 in BUFT Campus. A total of 100 students from different batches participated in the Competition. After the primary selection, 5 teams were qualified for the final round. Padma Group became Champion and Megna & Jamuna groups secured 1st & 2nd Runner up position respectively.

Mr. Muzaffar U Siddique, Chairman, Board of Trustees of BUFT was present on the occasion as the Chief Guest and distributed prizes among the winners. Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro-Vice Chancellor; Kazi Shamsur Rahman, Sr. Asst. Professor Md. Obaidullah; Sr. Lecturer Faruk Ahmed; Sr. Lecturer Mallick Rakibul Hasan and Deputy Librarian Md. Atikur Rahman of BUFT; officials, students among others seen in the picture.
For the first time BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology (BUFT) organized the Annual Sports Competition-2014 which was concluded on 18 March 2014 by prize giving ceremony at the Armed Police Battalion’s playground, Uttara, Dhaka.

Mr. Muzaffar U Siddique, Chairman, Board of Trustees of BUFT inaugurated the Sports Competition as the Chief Guest. After the sports he distributed the prizes among the winners. Mr. Shafiul Islam (Mohiuddin), Ex-President of BGMEA & Member of Board of Trustees of BUFT; Mr. Nasir Uddin Chowdhury, Ex 1st Vice President of BGMEA & Member, Board of Trustees of BUFT; Mr. S M Mannan Kochi, 2nd Vice President of BGMEA & Vice Chairman (Admin), Board of Trustees of BUFT and Mr. Reaz-Bin-Mahmood, Vice President (Finance) of BGMEA & Vice Chairman (Finance), Board of Trustees of BUFT were present as Special Guests.

BUFT Vice-Chancellor Professor Dr. Syed Masud Husain; Pro-VC Professor Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan; Registrar Mr. ANM Rafiqul Alam; Md. Obaidullah, Senior Faculty & Convener of Games & Sports Committee; Faculty Members and Admin Officials were also present at the event. A large number of faculty members, students and staff participated in the sports competition.

Texweave presents T20 jerseys to BGMEA Leaders

BUFT Vice Chairman (Admin) Mr. SM Mannan (Kachi) and BUFT Vice Chairman (Finance) Mr. Reaz-Bin-Mahmood attended the Texweave jersey presentation ceremony. Md. Ashiqur Rahman (Tuhin), CEO and Managing Director, Texweave which is a member of Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA) has presented Bangladesh Cricket Team's jerseys to the BGMEA Leaders. Texweave has designed and supplied T20 World Cup 2014 jerseys for the hosts. Texweave manufactured two separate jerseys for the Tigers - one for T20 matches and the other for practice sessions.

Clemon Indoor Uni. Cricket Tournament-2014

BUFT participated in "Clemon Indoor University Cricket Tournament-2014." Former national player of Bangladesh cricket team Mehrab Hossain Opi was the acting coach of BUFT Cricket Team to highlight & represent BUFT as sports loving University. A lot of BUFT students were present in the gallery as the spectators to inspire the team & represent BUFT. BUFT have done well in the tournament. Md. Obaidullah, Sr. Asst. Professor & Convener of Games & Sports Committee of BUFT was the main organizer in the tournament. This tournament participation was assisted by ATM Monowar Hossain, Assisted Registrar of BUFT.
"BGMEA UNIVERSITY OF FASHION AND TECHNOLOGY" is the only university of Bangladesh for making expertise for the garment sector. Diploma program is very important program of BUFT. For the very first time, Diploma 131 Batch arranged a gorgeous FASHION SHOW & CULTURAL PROGRAMME to celebrate their one year completion. Honorable Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Sayed Masud Husain was the Chief Guest of the programme. Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro-Vice Chancellor and Wng. Cdr. (Rtd) Md. Shahidullah Head of Logistic made the programme outstanding being present as Special Guest. Also were present Sr. Asst. Professor Mr. Kazi Shamsur Rahman, Sr. Assist. Professor Mr. Md. Obaidullah; Sr. Assist. Professor Mr. Shafiqur Rahman and Diploma course co-ordinator Ishrat Jahan munni.

The programme was organised by Khan Md. Fazle Elahi (Sujon), Tarek Elahi, Md. Mafuzur Rahman, Ismail Hosen, Nazmul Hossen, Humayun Kabir, Sharmin Akhter, Luci, Emi, Rony, Faysal, Sohel, Soumen.

Celebration of Pahela Baishakh-1421 in BUFT

On 14th April, 2014 'Pahela Baishakh-1421' was observed at BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology (BUFT) with great enthusiasm.

A colorful cultural program was organized in the BUFT auditorium. The students took part in the function and made a lively program with traditional Bangla songs and dances. The program was inaugurated by the Chief Guest Honorable member of the Parliament Mr. Mohammed Fazlul Azim.

Mr. Muzaffar U Siddique, Chairman, Board of Trustees of BUFT; Ex Vice President BGMEA & Member Board of Trustees of BUFT Mr. Faruque Hassan; 2nd Vice President of BGMEA & Vice Chairman (Admin) Board of Trustees of BUFT Mr. SM Mannan (Kochi); Vice President (Finance) of BGMEA & Vice Chairman (Finance) of Board of Trustees of BUFT Mr. Reaz-Bin Mahmood; Vice Chancellor of BUFT Prof. Dr. Syed Masud Husain; Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro-Vice Chancellor of BUFT and Mr. Kazi Shamsur Rahman, Sr. Asst. Professor of BUFT also spoke on the occasion. The function was attended by faculty members, admin officials and students of BUFT. The function was followed by lunch with traditional menus including Hilsha fish.
A film festival arranged on 28th January by the Cultural Club of BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology (BUFT). This Program was dedicated to legendary actress of this sub-continent Late Shuchitra Sen. The Vice Chancellor of BUFT Prof. Dr. Syed Masud Husain presided over the festival as the chief guest. Pro. Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan & Grp. Cptn. A N M Rafiqul Alam (Rtd.) were present as special guests. The Chairman of Cultural Club Mr. Kazi Shamsur Rahman; Head of the Logistics Wng. Cmrd. Md. Shahidullah (Rtd.) and Deputy Librarian Mr. Md. Atikur Rahman was also present. The ceremony was anchored by a student of AMT department of BUFT Md. Ashiquil Islam Choyon.

Distribution of Warm Clothes among the Cold Stricker Street Children Organized by BUFT

"Humans are for humans, Life is for life." Bearing this great proverb the Social Welfare Wings of BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology (BUFT) arranged a program of distributing warm clothes among the street children along with giving financial help for two cancer affected children as well on 20th January. Prof. Dr. Syed Masud Husain, Vice Chancellor of BUFT was present as the chief guest and Prof. Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro Vice Chancellor of BUFT was present as special guest. The president of Cultural Committee of BUFT & Senior Faculty Mr. Kazi Shamsur Rahman; Head of Logistics Wng. Cmrd. (Rtd) Shahid Ullah; Deputy Librarian Md. Atikur Rahman, other officials and the student of BUFT were present in the occasion Ashiquil Islam Choyon, a students of BUFT anchored the program.

Fashion Show organized by BUFT Students

The Students of BUFT 102 batch organized a colorful Fashion Show at the BUFT campus as part of their regular events
Admission Going On

- B.Sc. In Apparel Manufacture & Technology (AMT)
- B.Sc. In Knitwear Manufacture & Technology (KMT)
- B.Sc. In Fashion Design & Technology (FDT)
- B.Sc. In Textile Engineering (TE)
- B.Sc. In Textile Technology & Management (TTM)
- BBA (with Specialization in Apparel Merchandising)
- MBA In Apparel Merchandising. (Evening)
- Post Graduate Diploma In Apparel Merchandising.

- Six-Month Certificate Courses In-
  >> Knitwear Merchandising (Day & Evening)
  >> Woven Garment Merchandising (Evening)
  >> Sweater Merchandising (Evening)
  >> Industrial Pattern making & CAD (Evening)

Provision of Merit Scholarship/Tuition Fee Waiver of different categories for deserving students.

For detail information please visit our website: www.bift.info / www.buft.edu.bd